
Datashare Solutions ensures IT continuity for Mundays LLP 

 

If you’ve ever consider complete IT outsource including managed helpdesk, live 

support, project assistance for implementing new solutions, or IT disaster recovery 

planning, then law firms should take note of Datashare Solutions. From May 2010, 

Surrey-based corporate lawyers Mundays will join the numerous law firms relying 

upon Datashare’s legal sector expertise and provision of complete managed IT 

services. Managing Director, John Eady explains how Mundays will benefit from 

forming a partnership with Datashare and why amongst other things IT business 

continuity planning is essential for law firms:  

“For the past five months we have been providing Mundays with quality managed IT 

services under a nursery agreement and we are delighted to have proven our value 

over this time by being formally accepted as their complete IT outsourcing partner,” 

he says.  

“We have an unrivalled understanding of the IT requirements of legal firms, and can 

demonstrate that with an appropriate IT business continuity plan, law firms can work 

more effectively and more profitably.  

“Mundays will benefit from complete IT management for all systems; including rapid 

data backup and restore, IT disaster recovery, helpdesk, IT business continuity 

planning... the whole package. With our full ISO270001:2005 data management 

solutions, law firms can be sure of total data security, more effective collaboration, 

more efficient deployment of employees and ultimately, better profits,” he 

concludes. 

If you too are in the legal field, it surely begs the question, “How effective is your IT 

disaster recovery plan?” For IT service improvements that deliver tangible cost 

savings in the long term, law firms in increasing numbers are turning to Datashare 

Solutions - further strengthening its position in this sector.  

To find out more about the benefits of implementing quality managed IT services - 

including a personalised IT business continuity plan - law firms should follow 

Munday’s lead and contact Datashare Solutions.  Need more evidence? Read the 

many testimonials from a range of legal services firms.  
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